Varicose Veins, Retinal Tears and Deep Vein Thrombosis, New Insights into the Causes from Adams Disease
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Abstract

Adams disease is the consequence of overly active transient receptor potential cation channels (TRP). This case report presents a patient suffering from multiple vascular problems and may provide new insights into the causes of venous problems. Endothelial and smooth muscle cells in veins contain TRP. These channels when activated excessively result in calcium accumulation, oxygen radical formation and apoptosis of endothelial and smooth muscle cells. The death of critical cells in vein valves, may lead to varicose veins. The loss of endothelial cells in venules may lead to retinal tears. Damage to vein walls may lead to a deep vein thrombosis. Transient receptor potential cation channels may be new drug targets of interest in the treatment or prevention of these conditions.
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1. Introduction

The cause of varicose veins is not known. About 60% of adults in the US have varicose veins. Women make up 75% of the cases. Diagnosis depends on ultrasound techniques to visualize the veins and other techniques. Leg veins contain smooth muscle cells that contract to push blood toward the heart. Valves in leg veins open and close with the contractions to prevent blood from flowing back into the legs. Age, pregnancy, being female or obese, cause the veins and vein valves to not work as they should, allowing blood to collect in the lower leg.
veins causing them to distend, contort and become varicose. Treatments include various plant derived medicines, compression therapy, sclerotherapy, surgical ligation with stripping, microphlebectomy, and endovenous laser treatment. Many of these therapies involve destroying or removing the varicose veins. Plant medicines and nutritional supplements used in the treatment of varicose veins include ginkgo biloba, vitamin K, coenzyme Q10, omega-3 fatty acids and horse chestnut seed extract. Patients are also encouraged to exercise, get rid of excess weight, not sit with the legs crossed, not stand for long periods of time, elevate the legs, eat a high fiber low sodium diet and other lifestyle changes.

The cause of retinal tears is not known. In many cases the vitreous humor shrinks away from the retina, pulling at the retina causing it to tear. When a retinal tear occurs with bleeding into the eye, veins under the retina, in the choroid, may rupture and send blood into the posterior eye chamber. Rupture of the veins also leads to blood flow behind the retina that can cause the retina to detach. Aging, eye surgery, eye trauma and a history of retinal tears may be risk factors for retinal tears. Treatment can involve laser welding of bleeding veins in the retina.

The cause of deep vein thrombosis can be blood clotting disorders in some patients. In most patients, the cause is not known. These clots usually form in deep veins in the legs and are diagnosed with the duplex ultrasound, X-ray venography or magnetic resonance imaging. Long periods of not moving legs, injury, trauma, surgery, pregnancy, birth control pills, hormone replacement therapy, obesity, smoking, cancer, heart failure, inflammatory diseases, nephrotic syndrome, infection, HIV, intravenous drug use, a family history of deep vein thrombosis and aging may increase the risk of deep vein thrombosis. Treatment involves warfarin, heparin, dabigatran, apixaban, enoxaparin, rivaroxaban, catheter directed thrombolysis and other treatments. Anticoagulant therapy typically lasts several months and can be dangerous, potentially causing bleeding episodes.

TRP are found in the plasma membranes of many cells in the body. It may respond to heat, cold, mechanical and other stimulation. TRP are the main pain sensing and transmitting receptors in the body and are abundant in skin sensory afferent neurons. Typically, when these cation channels open, calcium enters into cells. Excessive opening of the channels can cause apoptosis [1]. Veins contain TRP in smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells.

2. Case Presentation

Adams disease is a disease caused by excessively active TRP [2]. The disease is characterized by pain in the skin, cracking and bleeding of the skin and other conditions. This report describes a Caucasian man who suffers from Adams disease that has caused varicose veins in the left leg, a retinal tear in the left eye and a deep vein thrombosis in the left lower leg. Varicose veins caused the left leg and ankle to swell. Treatment involved compression stockings. The retinal tear was characterized by blood release into the left eye. The ruptured vein in the retina was successfully treated with laser coagulation. The patient still has floaters in the left eye that decrease visual acuity more than 2 years later. The deep vein thrombosis was characterized by pain and additional swelling in the left leg. An ultrasound scan demonstrated the thrombosis in the popliteal vein behind the knee. Enoxaparin and warfarin therapy were initiated. The patient’s coagulation factors were examined and found to be normal, including D-dimer. The patient has no coagulation problems that may have caused the thrombosis or other venous pathology. Examination of the heart by echocardiography with Doppler ultrasound and ECG found a normal, athletically enlarged heart with no arrhythmias, flow irregularities or other problems. The patient is generally in good health. He is 1.8 m tall, weighs 74.8 kg, has normal blood pressure, blood glucose and blood cholesterol. He runs 13 km every day and has been a runner for more than 34 years. Treatment with warfarin continued for 3 months with no reappearance of thrombosis. At that point, warfarin was discontinued.

3. Discussion

Many different forms of TRP are found in venous endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells [3]. These channels are activated by thermal stimulation, mechanical stimulation and endogenous compounds such as NO, oxygen free radicals, diacylglycerol, sphingosine, phospholipids, oxidized lipids, arachidonic acid, arachidonic acid metabolites, and prostaglandins. In addition, N-oleoylthanolamide, is a TRPV1 agonist [4]. 1-Oleoyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycerol is an agonist for TRPC3 and TRPC5. A-Linolenic acid is an agonist for and inducer of TRPC1 and TRPC5 [5] [6]. Arachidonic acid and C2-ceramide are inducers of TRPC6. GM1 gangliosides induce TRPC5. The inflammatory adipokine, vascular endothelial growth factor, induces TRPC5 and TRPC6. The prostaglandin PGE2 increases the activity of TRPC5. Most of the deep vasculature is surrounded by perivascular fat that se-
cretes adipokines and fat metabolites. These oxidized fats, especially the arachidonic acid metabolites, may cause long term activation of TRP leading to cell death through apoptosis. Perivascular fat deposits increase with aging.

Cytochrome P450 derived arachidonic acid metabolites, the epoxyeicosatrienoic acids, regulate venous tone and angiogenesis through activation of TRPC6, a canonical channel [7]. Endocannabinoids such as N-arachidonoyl dopamine regulate endothelial TRPV1, a vanilloid channel, and decrease inflammation in veins [8]. Angiotensin II is an inflammatory adipokine secreted by visceral fat and perivascular fat. Angiotensin II induces TRPC1 and TRPC3 activity in venous smooth muscle cells [9].

The TRPs found in venous endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells include: TRPC1-7 except for TRPC2, TRPV1-4, the melastatin channels TRPM2-8 except for TRPM5, the ankyrin channel TRPA1, the polycystin channel TRPP2 and the mucolipin channel TRPML1 [3]. These channels may be interesting targets for drugs designed to treat or prevent varicose veins, deep vein thrombosis and retinal tears. Prevention of these conditions may depend on lifestyle changes to minimize perivascular fat deposits. Exercise decreases the activity of TRPC channels and is protective against vascular disease [6].

This case report presents a patient suffering from Adams disease that developed several venous pathologies. These pathologies may have been caused by TRP induced damage to endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells. Adams disease may provide new insights into the causes of some types of venous pathology.

4. Conclusions

This report provides new insights into possible causes of venous pathology. TRP may be drug targets of interest in interventions for these conditions. In addition, lifestyle changes including exercise may be of use in decreasing the incidence of venous pathologies.
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